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OSPA Summer 2018 Newsletter
Members' Edition
OSPA's Fall CME Registration is Now Open - Register Today

SEA-M-E at the Beach!

OSPA President
Elect's Message
Ben Johnson,
PA-C
2018 - 2019
Membership
Special for
Everyone!
To All
Oregon
PAs: We
recently
mailed
letters to
many
Oregon PAs who have not
yet joined or renewed their
OSPA membership. The
key message in the letter
follows, and I believe
applies to PAs - members
and non-members as we're
all in this fight together.

Dear Alan,
Thank you for being a 2018 OSPA Member.
With the ongoing support of you and your
colleagues, the future is very bright for
Oregon's PAs!

Optimal Team Practice OTP....
Something that EVERY PA
Should Read!

Currently, we have a membership special
for non-members joining or renewing their
OSPA membership. If they join/renew now
for 2018 at the $175 rate, they can prepay
their 2019 dues for only $100 more.
Recognizing the value of our current
members, we'd like to offer the same
program to you. Here's what you can do to
receive the deal for 2019!
1) Log in to your account
2) Click the Join the OSPA button
3) It will say you are already a member.
4) Click - Edit your member profile
5) On Membership Details, Click the
Membership Level - Change Link

Two Recommendations If you want to know more about OTP
(which every PA should), click here to
read the AAPA explanation about OTP.
Second, register and attend the OSPA
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Many PAs in Oregon
Are Facing a Crisis,
With Their Future
and Ability to
Practice in Peril! To
Correct this, We
Need You and Your
PA Colleagues to
Join the Fight!
Many practices, large
groups and hospitals are
not hiring PAs. Instead,
they are transitioning to
seeking providers they can
utilize without the
additional time and cost
burdens imposed on us by
current Oregon Statutes
regarding PA supervision.
We need your support to
help us make
improvements in state laws
and Oregon Medical Board
(OMB) regulations to
reverse the disadvantages
that Oregon PAs are
experiencing.
OSPA is a volunteer
society of PAs and a
constituent organization of
the AAPA which has been
serving Oregon PAs since
1982. Perhaps you have
been a member in the past.
Some people have a
passion for leadership and
many people just want to
take care of their patients
and be the best provider
they can be. We want to
help you do both or either.
Our goal is to protect and
advance the PA profession.
While it is difficult for any
individual PA to change
laws or influence
legislators, as an OSPA
member your voice is
multiplied by hundreds of
your fellow PAs, and as a
group we have the power
to make changes that
benefit PAs and our
patients."
For example, last year we
supported laws:
* To allow PAs to own their
practice
* Securing PA hospital
admitting privileges
* PA can perform
fluoroscopy
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6) Pick the Appropriate Add-On Special
button and follow the links to prepaying
your 2019 dues for only $100. Note that this
special must be used prior to September
1st.
Here's one extra deal that could put $50
more in your pocket....many times over!
See the bottom right article about referring
a new member to the OSPA - $50 to you for
every one who joins!

OSPA and the 2018 House of Delegates
Meeting
2018 has been a good year for the AAPA House of
Delegates (HOD). Optimal Team Practice (OTP) was
reaffirmed by the HOD this year despite an effort to water it
down. A resolution had been introduced in effort to placate
physician groups such as the AMA. But OTP was an
initiative that our membership told us they wanted, and
OSPA is working towards that goal. Another resolution
passed through the HOD was one that recognized the
potential for additional certifying bodies beyond the NCCPA.
This was the result of the NCCPA's effort to radically shift
how PAs were certified 2 years ago. While the NCCPA has
abandoned the specialty model previously proposed and
are currently trialing a model for those who want an
alternative to the once every 10 years as it is currently, this
provides for the possibility of an alternate certifying body.
There were several topics referred to new committees for
further discussion; these included opiate use in children,
medications containing opiates for children, at-home
genetic testing and minimum standards required for inperson instruction for primary PA education. The resolution
initially proposed by the Tennessee delegation was met with
mixed feelings in the HOD. We supported Tennessee and
feel that the stakes for our profession are too high to not
take the time to fully investigate the quality of education
provided and the quality of PA produced. Tennessee was
concerned because the major healthcare system there was
not hiring NPs that attended the online NP programs and
are concerned that online education for PAs would be
treated the same way creating two classes of PAs. One
Oregon delegate has applied to be on the committee to
discuss the in-person requirements for primary PA
education.
The HOD also voted to support increasing the limits for the
federally subsidized student loans to make those available
at the same amounts for PA students as they are for other
graduate medical training. The AAPA was also tasked with
exploring alternate names for the PA/physician assistant
professions including the use of outside marketing
agencies, as this has been a longstanding issue for many
PAs.
While this was one of the quieter years for the HOD,
substantial work was still accomplished. Our OSPA HOD
committee looks forward to representing you for another
year and want to hear from you. As next year's HOD
approaches we will reach out to membership again. If there
are any issues important to you or that you feel we need to

Fall CME. We have 2 sessions
planned for open-mic discussions
about OTP.

Register Now for the 2018
Fall CME
October 11 - 14, 2018
Salishan Resort
SEA-M-E at the Beach!
An Outstanding PA Educational
Event awaits you at the 2018 OSPA
Fall CME.
Click Here for the Entire Registration
Brochure
Click Here for the Agenda
Click Here for a Printable Registration
Form
Click Here for a Link to the Online
Registration Page
Three Workshops!
* Advanced Suturing
* Joint Injections
* Complex Diabetes Management
The OSPA Fall CME meets the new
OMB recommendations for PA CME,
including:
* Pain Management
* Cultural Competency
* Suicide Risk Assessment,
* Treatment, and Management of
Alzheimer's Disease.
Stay up-to-date with current OMB
recommendations for Oregonlicensed PAs.

CME is Approved!
This program has been reviewed
and is approved for a maximum of
32 hours of AAPA Category 1 CME
credit by the Physician Assistant
Review Panel. Physician assistants
should claim only those hours
actually spent participating in the
CME activity. (28 hours maximum
earnable by each attendee!)
SEA-M-E at its very best!

The OSPA's Political
Action Committee (PAC)
An Investment in Your
Future!
Why give to the OSPA PAC?
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* PA dispensing privileges
for Schedule III - IV
substances
* PA prescriptive rights for
Suboxone®;
* Tax credits for Oregon's
rural PAs, and more!
Now we are working on
Optimal Team Practice
(OTP) and removing the
barriers to practice that
Oregon PAs experience
every day.
If you are not up-to-date on
current PA issues we
strongly suggest you
research the issue of
Optimal Team Practice
(OTP) which was passed
by the AAPA House of
Delegates in 2017 largely
based on problems
mentioned above. Let us
know if you have
questions. JOIN OSPA AS
WE NEED YOU AS A
MEMBER TO HELP US
RESOLVE THIS THREAT
TO PATIENT CARE. This
is a problem that is growing
very quickly, and no one
else will work to protect
your interests in this
matter.
We are working hard to
level the playing field
between PAs and other
medical providers. As your
professional medical
Society, the only one that
exclusively advocates for
the needs of Oregon PAs,
we need your support as a
member. Removing
restrictive policies against
PAs will be an ongoing
fight.
For the reasons listed
above, here's an offer for
you to consider and share
with others...

For PAs
Currently Not
OSPA Members
Join for 2018 and pay
$175, pay an additional
$100 (total of $275) and
get two years of
membership for a
savings of $75! And, your
membership dues will be
paid until the end of
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know about, please reach out to us immediately.
Your delegates will continue to represent the PAs of Oregon
and advocate on your behalf at the AAPA's House of
Delegates.

Wanted - OSPA Committee Volunteers
We welcome OSPA members who would like to participate
on OSPA Committees. Do you have ideas for improving
your OSPA? We'd love to hear them! Join one of our
committees and make a difference in your profession!
Committees help the OSPA function in protecting and
advancing our profession and our ability to care for our
patients. Please consider becoming part of shaping our
profession through leadership opportunities. Most
committee meetings are convenient are done by phone or
internet.
Membership
OSPA has made many historical advancements in Oregon's
PA profession and this was made possible because we
have power as a group. The larger the group, the more we
can do for our patients, our profession and our members.
Consider bringing your skills and ideas for retaining and
growing our membership.
Communications
Communication is integral to an effective society. The
OSPA needs a few individuals with a love for writing,
editing, and posting stories about the activities of the OSPA
and OSPA members. The communications committee will
also strive to communicate with members and leadership to
facilitate transparency and understanding of current events
and member opinions.
Early Career
The Early Career Committee is charged with developing
relationships with current PA students as well as recent
graduates. The committee will look to be a liaison between
new PAs and the OSPA. This committee will work closely
with the PA programs in the State in order to develop these
relationships. We also intend to provide guidance and
assistance as needed to new PAs looking for jobs. We look
to help answer any question regarding resume building or
hiring practices, and intend on providing easy accessibility
to answer these questions via google docs, email, or
phone contact.
Specialty PAs
OSPA recognizes that a very large percentage of PAs work
within a Specialty and their needs are not always the same
as a general practice PA. This is a new committee recruiting
Specialty PAs interested in helping OSPA excel in meeting
the needs of our Specialty colleagues.
If you are interested in serving on any of these committees,
please send an email to our OSPA President-Elect Ben
Johnson at pfrlabs@yahoo.com

Fall CME Images from 2017

The PAC exists to help OSPA
accomplish its legislative aims. PAC
monies are used to support Oregon
leaders in their efforts, to help educate
them about the issues and concerns
important to PAs, and to access
decision-makers and influencers in our
state political system.PAs practice in a
high stakes environment, and any
changes in state law, regulation, or
oversight has the potential to impact
our livelihoods, and the health and
wellbeing of our patients. Our lobbyists
and members devote constant
attention to the activities of the
legislature and government agencies
in order to protect and further the
profession.

How much to give to the
OSPA PAC?
A good rule of thumb is that a day's
wages goes a long way over the
course of a year. For nearly all PAs,
$500 represents a day's wages. Many
of us are busy caring for others, and
find it difficult to step away from that to
volunteer for the profession. Your
dollars are a valuable substitute, a
proxy for your time, and a sound
investment to preserve your ability to
practice your livelihood. As a bonus,
Oregon tax law generally allows you to
get the first $50 you donate back, as a
tax credit each year.

Give to the OSPA PAC Now

OSPA's Accomplishments
Effective, Powerful
ADVOCACY for YOU!
OSPA Accomplishments!
The OSPA, the Voice of the PA
Community has successfully
advocated for:
* SB 964 - securing hospital admitting
privileges for PAs (2017)
* SB 423 - allowing rural PAs to
dispense Schedule III and IV drugs
(2017)
* HB 3439 -PAs can now be majority
owners of a medical corporation (2017)
* HB 3261 and HB 2066 - preserving
rural PAs' tax credit incentives (2017)
* SB 905 - added a PA to the OMB,
increasing your voice with this
regulatory body (2016)
* HB 2880 - allowing PAs to perform
fluoroscopy (2015)
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* SB 1548 - updated 75 statutes
improving Oregon PAs' ability to
practice (2014)

2019! You'll capture all of
the benefits of OSPA
membership for 2018 and
2019, which includes big
discounts on the OSPA's
excellent Fall CME for
both years (a $140 value
in itself), and you'll be
one more voice in an
ever-stronger OSPA.

Refer A New OSPA
Member and You'll Earn
A $50 Credit on Your
Membership or the
OSPA Fall Conference

For Current
OSPA Members

There are many PAs in Oregon who
have not yet discovered the value of
membership in the OSPA. We'd like
your assistance in expanding our
reach in the PA community. For every
PA who joins (non-student category)
who you refer, you will be rewarded
with a $50 credit in your account to be
used towards future dues payments or
meeting registration costs. There's no
limit to how much you can earn - so tell
your colleagues about the OSPA, all
we are doing on their behalf, and how
the future for PAs is brightest when the
OSPA is strong with members.

Here's a special deal for
you as well - we're giving
you a short term
opportunity to renew for
2019 now - at the same
special rate of $100. Visit
your account on the
OSPA web site and select
the 2019 Membership
special and join for all of
2019 for just $100 (an
immediate savings of $75
over what will be your
2019 dues. You should
do this before September
1st, as the special will
expire at that time.

Here's what you can do:
1) As a member, you have access to
the OSPA member directory. No doubt,
you know PAs in your area or field of
practice.
2) To check to see who is a member,
type in their name. If it doesn't show up
- then share the benefits of OSPA
membership, not just for individual
members, but for the profession as a
whole.
3) Once they are convinced that OSPA
membership is perfect for them, tell
them how to join/renew - especially
with our $275 - 2 year special. Click
Join/Renew - identify the best
membership level for them (the 2 year
special is clearly the best deal).
4) When they get to the page that says
to update their profile - ask them to
type in your name on the "I was
referred by" line.

Please visit
www.oregonpa.org and
let's strengthen the OSPA
together.

Join the OSPA
Invest in your future
and your
profession!
The OSPA is
Working For You!

The more PAs who join and support the OSPA, the stronger our voice will
be and the more we can do for you and the PA profession in Oregon.
The OSPA Mission Statement
"The mission of the Society is to promote quality, cost effective, and accessible health care; to support the professional and personal
development of physician assistants; and to advance the PA profession as well as the PA/MD team approach to health care."
Oregon Society of Physician Assistants | 503-650-5864 | ospa@oregonpa.org | OSPA Website
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"The mission of the Society is to promote quality, cost effective, and accessible health care; to support the professional and personal
development of physician assistants; and to advance the PA profession as well as the PA/MD team approach to health care."

Oregon Society of Physician Assistants | P.O Box 55214 | Portland | OR | 97238
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